“Out of the crooked timber of humanity no straight thing was ever made.” - Kant

I. Freedom/Freedom of expression: Philosophical perspectives
   A. Lincoln, “The world has never had a good definition of liberty.”
   B. Berlin, Two Concepts of Liberty (1958)
   C. Defenses
      1. Individualistic
         a. Natural rights
            i. Jefferson, Declaration of Independence (1776)
            ii. Bentham, Anarchical Fallacies (1816)
         b. Self-realization
            i. Kant, Critique of Practical Reason (1788)
            ii. Mill, On Liberty (1859)
            iii. Emerson, Toward a General Theory of the First Amendment (1963)
      2. Societal
         a. Truth
            i. Milton, Areopagitica (1644)
            ii. Holmes, J., Abrams v. United States (1919)
            v. Mill, On Liberty (1859)
         b. Democracy/Accountability
            i. Blasi, The Checking Value in First Amendment Theory (1977)
            ii. Mitchel, The Last Conquest of Ireland (Perhaps) (1876)
            iv. Gulick, Administrative Reflections from World War II (1948)
            vi. Hvistendahl, Study Exposes Chinese Censors’ Deepest Fears (2014)
   D. Critiques
      1. Order
         c. Fuller, Internet Unshackled, Burmese Aim Venom at Ethnic Minority (2012)
      2. Flight from freedom
         a. Dostoyevski, The Grand Inquisitor (1880)
b. Raushenbush, The March of Fascism (1939)
c. Goffman, Asylums (1961)
e. Nieves, Freed from Jail Despite Pleas (2002)

E. The Bill of Rights and the Framers
2. Hamilton, Federalist 84 (1787)
4. House Debate (1789)
5. Amendments proposed by Madison (1789)
6. Bill of Rights and Amendment XIV

F. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England (1769)

III. Defamation
A. Shakespeare, Othello
B. Miriam (Numbers 12:1-16)
C. Feinberg et al., The Virtues of Gossip (2012)
D. Cooley, Human Nature and the Social Order (1902)
E. Kerr, How to Read a Legal Opinion (2007)
F. Libel of public officials/figures
*2. Herbert v. Lando (1979)
*a. Kirby, Fumble (1986)
7. Machiavelli, The Prince (1513)
14. Gladstone, Try as He May, John McCain Can’t Shake Falsehoods about Ties to ISIS (2014)

G. Libel of private persons
5. Volokh, “A Port Arthur Pediatrician Has Been Punished by the Texas
Medical Board after the Board Found she Engaged in Sexual Contact with a Patient (2014)

H. Fact v. opinion

I. A digression - punitive damages

J. U.K.
   4. UK Continues Issuing Tons of Super Injunctions (2011)
   5. Greenhill, Gagging Orders Are Out of Control (2011)

K. Another digression - lying
   2. Barnes, Pentagon Weighs Database to Catch Lies about Honors (2012)

IV. Hate speech and offensive speech

A. Group libel
   1. East St. Louis Riot
   2. Beauharnais v. Illinois (1952)
   5. Press Conference by Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon (2012)
   6. TBB v. Germany (2013)
   8. Levenson, Atlanta Hawks Email (2012)

B. A digression - preferred position
   1. United States v. Carolene Products (1938)
   2. Charles Black, The People and the Court (1960)

C. Another digression - absolutism
   1. Hugo Black
   2. Hugo Black, Plain Words and Constitutional Absolutes (1962)

D. Public meetings/parades
   4. Liptak, the First Amendment’s limit: the Supreme Court’s Plaza (2014)

E. Fighting words
1. Peters, Re-hearing “Fighting Words” (1999)

F. Emotional distress
a. Snyder v. Phelps (2011)
d. Lawrence, Weight Comments (2013)
e. Libcom.org, Trigger Warnings, and Why We Use Them (2012)
f. Jarvie, Trigger Happy (2014)
g. Trigger & Amp

V. Movies, broadcasting, cable, and the Internet
A. Movies
1. Block v. Chicago (1909, Ill. Supreme Court)
2. Mutual Film Corp. v. Industrial Commission of Ohio (1915)
3. The Crisis, The Birth of a Nation (1915)
4. Motion Picture Code
8. Freedman v. Maryland (1965)
B. Radio and television
1. CBS/NBC v. United States (1943)
2. Epstein, News from Nowhere (1973)
*3. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC (1969)
4. FCC v. Pacifica Foundation (1978)
*5. FCC v. Fox Television Stations (2012)
C. Cable
D. Internet
1. Reno v. ACLU (1997)
2. Who’s a Rat.com (2008)
VI. Campaign finance reform
10. Liptak, Justice Stevens Suggests Solution for “Giant Step in the Wrong Direction” (2014)

VII. Public Nuisances
A. Nuisance abatement
1. Near v. Minnesota (1931)
2. A digression - incorporation
   a. Barron v. Baltimore (1833)
   b. Approaches to nationalization of the Bill of Rights under the Fourteenth Amendment
   c. Palko v. Connecticut (1938)
   *d. McDonald v. Chicago (2010)
B. Begging
1. Young v. New York City Transit Authority (1990, U.S. Court of Appeals)
C. Loud speakers
2. Kovacs v. Cooper (1949)
D. Hostile audience
1. Feiner v. New York (1951)
3. Bible Believers v. Wayne County (2014, U.S. Court of Appeals)
E. Unwilling audience/sponsor
8. Hoffman, Catholic League’s Donohue
VIII. Speech plus/symbolic speech

A. The beginning
   1. Stromberg v. California (1931)
   2. NAACP v. Hunt (1990, U.S. Court of Appeals)

B. Picketing
   1. Thornhill v. Alabama (1940)

C. Draft card burning
   1. United States v. O’Brien (1968)

D. School demonstrations

E. Flag salute
   1. Martin, Lillian Gobitas Klose, 90, Dies (2014)

F. Music/art
   2. Oremus, Occupy Wall Street: Drum Circles Divide Organizers, Neighbors (2011)

IX. National Security

A. Early years
   2. Trial of John Peter Zenger (1735)
   3. Alien and Sedition Acts (1798)
   4. United States v. Cooper (1800, U.S. District Court)

B. Early cases
   2. Schenck v. United States (1919)
   3. Abrams v. United States (1919)

C. Cold War Cases
   1. Stouffer, Communism, Conformity, and Civil Liberties (1955)
   3. Dennis v. United States (1951)
   4. Yates v. United States (1957)
   5. A digression - incitement
6. Déjà vu?

   a. Gillars v. United States (1950, U.S. Court of Appeals)

D. Classified information
   1. Rumsfeld, Known, knowns
   2. Kennedy, The President and the Press (1961)
   7. Martin, Anthony J. Russo, 71, Pentagon Papers Figure, Dies (2008)
   10. DIA, Former Guantanamo Detainee Terrorism Trends (2009)
   11. Introduction to Wiki Leaks
   16. Landler, how Obama’s Undercover Statecraft secured Three Major Accords (2014)
   17. Elsea, Criminal Prohibitions on the Publication of Classified Defense Information (2011)
   18. Shane, Documents in Plain Sight, but Still Classified (2012)
   21. State secrets privilege
      a. Totten v. United States (1875)
      *b. United States v. Reynolds (1953)
      e. Slackman, Officials Pressed Germans Kidnapping by CIA (2010)
25. Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your Mom

X. Privacy

A. Basis

1. Westin, Privacy and Freedom (1967)
2. Cooley, A Treatise on the Law of Torts (1880)
3. Warren and Brandeis, The Right to Privacy (1890)
4. Murphy, We Want Privacy, but Can’t Stop Sharing (2014)
6. Traditional privacy torts
   a. intrusion
   b. public disclosure of private facts
      *1. Brent v. Morgan (1927, Kentucky Supreme Court)
      2. Melvin v. Reid (1931, California Supreme Court)
      3. Manley (Thurber), Where Are They Now? April Fool (1937)
      7. Tsongas Says He Mishandled Questions about Health (1992)
      8. Kilgannon, Slain Girl Used Internet to Seek Sex (2002)
     10. Anderson & Truso, EEOC Issues Guidelines for Use of Conviction and Arrest (2012)
     11. The right to be forgotten
         a. Orwell, 1984 (1949)
         b. Facts on the “Right to Be Forgotten” Ruling (2014)
         d. Kharpal, Google Axes 170,000 “Right to Be Forgotten” Links (2014)
         e. Krim, Subway Fracas Escalates into Test of Internet’s Power to Shame (2005)
         f. Fields & Emshwiller, as Arrest records Rise, Americans Find Cons (2014)
c. false flight
   *1. Lord Byron v. Johnston (1816)
d. appropriation
   *1. Roberson v. Rochester Folding Box Co. (1902, NY Court of Appeals)
3. Constitutional right to privacy
   a. Garrow, Liberty and Sexuality (1994)
   c. Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) - conference & case
4. Privacy as bodily integrity
   a. Union Pacific Railway v. Botsford (1891)
   b. Buck v. Bell (1927)
   *e. Breithaupt v. Abram (1957)
   f. present controversies
      1. abortion
         c. Oral Argument and Decision Making Process in Roe v. Wade
         d. Garrow, Liberty and Sexuality (1994)
         e. Roe v. Wade (1973)
         g. Ginsburg, Speaking in a Judicial Voice (1992)
         h. Biskupic, Sandra Day O’Connor (2005)
         *k. Steinberg v. Carhart (2000)
      2. right to die
         a. Emanuel, Historical, Ethical, and Empiric
Perspectives (1994)
b. Thomas do Not go Gentle
d. Rachals, Active and Passive Euthanasia (1975)
d. Matter of Quinlan (1976, NJ Supreme Court)

Superintendent of Belchertown State School v. Saikewicz (1977, Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts)
h. McMahon, The Ethics of Killing (2011)
i. Jones, Moss & Harris-Kojetin, Use of Advance Directives in Long-term Care Populations (2011)
j. Belluck, Panel Urges Overhauling Health Care at End of Life (2014)
k. Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Dept. of Health (1990)
l. Quill, Death and Dignity (1991)
m. Macklin, Dignity Is a Useless Concept (2003)
o. Not Dead Yet, amici curiae brief
p. No One Has the “Right” to Protect My Husband (2014)
q. It’s Over Debbie (1988)
r. Vacco v. Quill (1997)

3. gay rights
b. Vote Switching in Bowers v. Hardwick and Justice Powell’s April 8, 1986 Memorandum
g. Newport, For First Time, Majority of Americans Favor Legal Gay Marriage (2011)
h. Goodridge v. Department of Public Health (2003, Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts)
i. In re Marriage Cases (2008, California Supreme Court)
j. Perry v. Schwartzegger (2011, u.S. Court of Appeals)
l. Same-sex Marriage Crosses a Tipping Point (2015)